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cov_example

Covariate Information

Description

Dataset containing example covariate information for analysis

Usage

cov_example

Format

A dataframe with 500 rows and 4 variables:

- **y**  phenotypic factor of interest
- **BMI**  BMI in kg/m^2
- **age**  age in years
- **sex**  sex coded as 1 & 2

---

geno_example

Genotypic Information

Description

Dataset containing example genotypic information for analysis, coded as 0 1 2. Has 500 observations and assumes a minor allele frequency threshold of 0.05. We included the first 20 SNPs to meet this threshold in this example. Each column holds the information for an individual SNP, and each row contains the genotypic information for that observation.

Usage

geno_example

Format

An object of class matrix (inherits from array) with 500 rows and 20 columns.
**GxEscreen**

**Gene-Environment Interaction: Genome-wide Screen**

**Description**

Function to test for the joint genetic and gene-environment interaction effects for a set of variant using a LRT model

**Usage**

```r
GxEscreen(dat, geno, nsim = 1e+05, K = 7)
```

**Arguments**

- `dat`: a data frame with covariate information. Col 1 should be phenotype, col 2 should be environmental factor, col 3 and later should be additional covariates
- `geno`: a genotype matrix with 0-1-2 coding
- `nsim`: the number of replicates in obtaining the p-value (standard 1e5)
- `K`: the number of knots used to control the flexibility in modeling GxE interaction

**Value**

a vector containing the p-value from the LRT associated with each SNP

**Examples**

```r
GxEscreen(cov_example, geno_example, nsim=1e5, K=7)
```

---

**GxEtest**

**Joint test for genetic and gene-environment interaction effects for a single SNP**

**Description**

Function to test for the joint genetic and gene-environment interaction effects for a single variant using a LRT model

**Usage**

```r
GxEtest(dat, snp_geno, nsim = 1e+05, K)
```

**Arguments**

- `dat`: a data frame with covariate information. Col 1 should be phenotype, col 2 should be environmental factor, col 3 and later should be additional covariates
- `snp_geno`: a genotype matrix with 0-1-2 coding
- `nsim`: the number of replicates in obtaining the p-value (standard 1e5)
- `K`: the number of knots used to control the flexibility in modeling GxE interaction

**Examples**

```r
GxEtest(cov_example, snp_geno_example, nsim=1e5, K)
```
Arguments

dat a data frame with covariate information. Column 1 should be phenotype, column 2 should be the environmental factor of interest, columns 3 and later should be additional covariates
snp_genos a vector containing genotypic information of SNP of interest to be tested
nsim the number of replicates in obtaining the p-value (standard 1e5)
K the number of knots used to control the flexibility in modeling GxE interaction

Value

empirical p-value obtained as the proportion of T0 that are greater than the observed test statistic T
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